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Abstract
Adversarial attacks have been shown to construct
examples that drastically reduce the performance
of classification models. One recently proposed
defense against adversarial attacks is to discretize
the input in a method called thermometer encoding. We apply thermometer encoding to capsule
networks, a recently proposed computer vision
architecture that has also demonstrated state-ofthe-art resistance to adversarial attacks. The capsule network with thermometer encoding outperforms our baseline CNN and vanilla capsule network when trained adversarially, and performs
comparably to a CNN with thermometer encoding. The gains by applying thermometer encoding to capsule networks may improve adversarial
resistance on more complex tasks where capsule
networks have already demonstrated state-of-theart resistance.

1. Introduction & Related Work
Classification models have been shown to be vulnerable to
adversarial examples–inputs from the dataset with slight
modifications that have been specifically selected in order
to increase the probability of a classification error (Goodfellow et al., 2014). These adversarial attacks introduce security vulnerabilities into machine learning models, which
has important implications for sensitive applications such
as autonomous vehicles, signature verification, and others.
Considerable research has gone into understanding adversarial attacks and developing mechanisms to resist them.
It has been hypothesized by Goodfellow et. al. that one
of the primary reasons for this vulnerability is that the
decision boundaries of CNNs are predominantly linear.
Adding to the problem, adversarial examples are highly
transferrable from one model to another, even when models
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are trained on different datasets or have different architectures (Szegedy et al., 2013).
Different approaches have been taken to dramatically reduce the effectiveness of adversarial attacks. One example,
introduced by Goodfellow et. al, incorporates the fast gradient sign method adversarial attack directly into the objective function as a regularizer. Alternative approaches,
including the one used in this paper, involve supplementing every minibatch with corresponding adversarial examples (Huang et al., 2015). Recently, adversarial training
using adversarial examples generated via the basic iterative
method (BIM) attack as well as randomly added noise was
demonstrated to be robust to many different types of attacks
on MNIST (Madry et al., 2017).
Building on recent work, thermometer encoding has been
proposed as a way of defending against adversarial attacks
(Anonymous, 2018b). This paper demonstrated state of the
art resistance against the strongest known adversarial attacks on MNIST while sacrificing little accuracy on a clean
(no adversarial examples) test-set. Intuitively, by discretizing inputs into vectors (similar to one-hot encodings by binning data), switching from one bin to another is nonlinear
and even nondifferentiable, which precludes attack effectiveness. The details are discussed in the methods section
of this paper.
The above adversarial testing methods have been predominantly applied to standard computer vision architectures,
including shallow softmax classifiers and CNNs. A recent
computer vision architecture, capsule networks, was shown
to have state-of-the-art performance on MNIST (Sabour
et al., 2017) and also perform well against adversarial attacks (Anonymous, 2018a). The reason for this resistance
is likely due to a combination of the novel dynamic routing
procedure and reconstruction loss, which are described in
more detail in this paper’s methods.
In this paper, we seek to test the effectiveness of applying the novel discretization method, thermometer encoding, to capsule networks. This paper tests the thermometer encoded capsule network against its vanilla version, a
baseline CNN, and a thermometer encoded CNN. We find
that capsule networks with thermometer encoding outper-
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jor modifications. First, capsule networks group neurons
into capsules, whose output is a vector. The elements of
this vector output represent different properties of the same
feature. The norm of the vector, instead of the activation of
a neuron, represents the presence of a feature.

Figure 1. MNIST test set images (top row) and corresponding adversarial examples (bottom row). From left to right, the attacks
are FGSM against CNN, DGA against CNN with thermometer
encoding, FGSM against capsule network, DGA against capsule
network with thermometer encoding.

form vanilla capsule networks, and perform comparably
to CNNs with thermometer encoding. Because the model
demonstrates improved accuracy, we recommend further
study of the benefits of thermometer encoding applied to
more complex datasets.

2. Dataset and Features
We use the MNIST (LeCun et al., 1998) dataset, a compilation of 70,000 (55,000 train, 5,000 val, 10,000 test)
28x28 images of handwritten greyscale digits from 0 to
9, to evaluate our models. Our models are trained using clean training examples and corresponding adversarial examples that are generated using the fast gradient sign
method (FGSM) and discrete gradient ascent (DGA), depending on the model. FGSM and DGA are described in
the methods. Figure 1 showcases examples of original input images and their corresponding FGSM/DGA adversarial attacks. Depending on the model, we either train solely
on the clean train set, or train on a combination of this set
and dynamically generated adversarial examples.

The second major innovation in capsule networks is the
routing mechanism between layers. In convolutional networks, information is routed from layer to layer using max
pooling, which takes the maximum over a region of neurons. This preserves existence of features, but loses spatial
information. Max pooling is replaced by dynamic routing,
an unsupervised learning algorithm that is applied for three
iterations between layers in a capsule network.
The unsupervised learning problem for dynamic routing
between layers is as follows: The x’s are capsules in layer
l, and the latent variable z’s are capsules in the next layer.
In essence, each capsule in a lower layer is explained by
being ’part of’ a capsule in a higher order layer. For example, a capsule corresponding to a vertical line in a MNIST
classifier could be active because it is part of either a 1, 4,
or 7 in the final classification capsule layer. The routing
algorithm learns the probability that each capsule in layer l
is activated because it is part of a capsule in layer l + 1, and
multiplies the connection from one capsule to the next (a
weight matrix) by this probability (the routing coefficient).
The likelihood of a connection is based on the cosine similarity between the output of capsule xi in layer l and the
tentative input to capsule zc in layer l + 1. Informally, this
routing algorithm routes information to capsules where the
most agreement is observed. Note that this routing procedure is dynamically computed every forward pass for every
image for three iterations. The full dynamic routing algorithm is presented in Figure 2.

3. Methods
Our methods include eight models. Our models are both
clean-trained and adversarially-trained versions of a baseline CNN, CNN with thermometer encoding, capsule network, and capsule network with thermometer encoding.
Figure 2. The routing procedure in (Sabour et al., 2017).

3.1. Baseline CNN
Our baseline is a CNN implemented in Tensorflow (Abadi
et al., 2015) with two convolutional layers, two max pooling layers, and one fully connected layer. Hyperparameters
are specified in the example CNN in the Tensorflow repository (Kleinfeld, 2017).
3.2. Capsule Network Architecture
For our primary model, we use a capsule network. A capsule network is a convolutional architecture with two ma-

In addition, capsule networks decode the 16 dimensional
vector corresponding to each digit prediction to an image.
The network is trained with a low-weight L2 norm reconstruction loss in addition to the standard classification loss
of the network. The implementation used is a modified version of the CapsLayer GitHub repository (Liao, 2017). The
hyperparameters used for the capsule network are directly
borrowed from Sabour et. al. because these hyperparameters maximize accuracy on MNIST in their paper.
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Figure 3. A graphical depiction of the Capsule Network architecture, from (Sabour et al., 2017).

3.3. Thermometer Encoding
Thermometer encoding is a discretization of input that is
analogous to one-hot encoding binned data. In our case,
we use 16 bins, an optimal demonstrated by (Anonymous,
2018b). Consider the example of the seventh bin. A onehot encoder sets just the seventh entry of the vector to 1.
However, a thermometer encoder sets the first seven entries
to one, preserving some relationship between encodings of
different buckets.
One-hot: 100 → [0000001000000000]
Thermometer: 100 → [1111111000000000]
More generally, consider a quantization function b. Set
buckets 0 < b1 < b2 < ... < bk = 1. In our architecture, we set k = 16 and bi = i/16. Then, for a real number θ ∈ [0, 1] let b(θ) be the largest index α ∈ {1, ..., k}
such that θ ≤ bα . Now, consider the index function
τ (j)l = 1{l ≥ j}. We define our thermometer encoding
function for a given input x as: ftherm (x)i = τbi (b(xi )).

xi , or (zi )t after t iterations of the attack, to the bucket
within  of its true value that is likely to do the most harm.
We apply DGA for one iteration, analogous to FGSM.
More precisely:
zi0 = ftherm (xi + U (−, ))

(1)

t

harm(zit )l = (zit − τ (l))T ·

∂L(z )
∂zit

(2)

· 1{∃γ(− ≤ γ ≤ ) | b(xi + γ) = l}
zit+1

= τ (arg max(harm(zit )))

(3)

3.4.3. A DVERSARIAL T RAINING
Adversarial training is done dynamically at train-time. At
the end of every mini-batch of 100 train examples, 100 corresponding adversarial examples are computed. The network is then trained on these adversarial examples.

4. Results
4.1. Experiments

3.4. Adversarial Attacks and Training
3.4.1. FAST G RADIENT S IGN M ETHOD (FGSM)
For our baseline models with continuous input that has not
been thermometer-encoded, we use the Fast Gradient Sign
Method (FGSM) to generate adversarial examples (Goodfellow et al., 2014). FGSM constructs an attack such that
each new pixel is within at most a small constant  of its
original value. It does this by taking the gradient of the
loss with respect to the input, and modifying the input in
the direction that maximizes the loss. Essentially:
xadv := x + sign(∇x J(θ, x, y))
3.4.2. D ISCRETE G RADIENT A SCENT (DGA)
For our models with discrete input that has been
thermometer-encoded, we use Discrete Gradient Ascent
(DGA) to generate adversarial examples (Anonymous,
2018b). DGA is an iterative attack that moves each pixel

As explained in the methods, eight models were constructed for this experiment: both clean-trained and adversarially trained versions of a baseline CNN, a CNN
with thermometer encoding, a capsule network, and a capsule network with thermometer encoding. For adversarially trained models, the model was trained on newly generated adversarial examples every mini-batch during train
time. Each architecture was trained for either a maximum
of thirty epochs or until validation error began increasing,
a sign of overfitting. Models were trained on a Tesla K80
GPU using the Adam optimizer.
At test-time, for each individual model, we evaluated accuracy on the 10,000 test examples as well as on the 10,000
corresponding adversarial white-box attacks to the model.
In addition, we evaluated every model against the adversarially generated test-set (source) from each of the other
models. This was done to test how robust each model was
to black box attacks.
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Target
Source
Clean
CNN
Thermo/CNN
Caps
Thermo/Caps
Figure 4. Reconstructions for capsule networks (top) and capsule
networks with thermometer encoding (bottom). From left to right:
original, adversarial attack, reconstructed clean example, reconstructed adversarial example. Note the similarity between reconstructions for the clean and adversarial examples.

CNN
0.9930
0.9718
0.8201
0.8875
0.8936

Thermo
CNN
0.990
0.9634
0.9466
0.9763
0.9684

Caps
0.9950
0.9278
0.9357
0.9481
0.9556

Thermo
Caps
0.9933
0.9637
0.9389
0.9727
0.9792

Figure 5. Test set results for adversarially trained models. The
first row represents evaluation of each adv. trained model on the
clean test set, and the next four rows represent evaluation on adversarial test sets generated by applying FGSM or DGA to each
corresponding model.

16 bins for thermometer encoding were chosen after hyperparameter tuning as a reasonable maximization of clean
test-set accuracy while still allowing for discretization. Results are omitted for space.
4.2. Results
Capsule network reconstructions for FGSM and DGA generated attacks are depicted in Figure 4. Note that reconstructions learn to ignore the adversarial perturbations because during adversarial train-time, they are trained to reconstruct the correct images. This likely contributes to the
capsule network’s ability to effectively resist adversarial
examples. An especially impressive characteristic of the
capsule network is that its reconstructions appear of similar quality to the original images.
We primarily evaluate the adversarially trained models because these are most reflective in the context of adversarial
resistance. The results for adversarially trained models are
depicted in Figure 5. The first row represents performance
on the clean dataset, and the diagonal of the 4x4 table represents performance against white-box attacks. Based on the
results in the table, we can note that thermometer encoding improves the performance of both CNNs and capsule
networks. This result is especially impressive because the
thermometer encoded models only sacrifice marginal accuracy on the clean test set compared to their clean-trained
counterparts (Figure 7). In addition, the vanilla capsule
network outperforms the vanilla CNN. Overall, the CNN
with thermometer encoding and the capsule network with
thermometer encoding reflect similar, and mixed results.
Learning curves are presented in Figure 6. Full results for
all clean-trained and adversarially trained models are presented in Figure 7.
4.3. Discussion
The comparisons described above have several important
implications. First and foremost, because thermometer en-

Figure 6. Learning curves for capsule networks trained with and
without thermometer encoding, evaluated on the validation set
and corresponding adversarial examples at the end of every epoch.

coding improves capsule networks, we have confirmation
that thermometer encoding as a resistance method generalizes well to other, more complex models. Although time
constraints prevented testing capsule networks on more
complex datasets where their adversarial gains are significant compared to CNNs, we may infer from these results
that thermometer encoding could possibly have a significant positive effect on the accuracy of capsule networks on
other datasets. The learning curves demonstrate that applying thermometer encoding to capsule networks has the
same effect observed in (Anonymous, 2018b) where it dramatically reduces the amount of train time necessary for
high adversarial accuracy while not sacrificing clean devset loss.
In addition to the primary result of demonstrated effectiveness of thermometer encoding to capsule networks, there
are several other interesting insights from these experiments. First, not only do vanilla capsule networks outperform vanilla CNNs on SmallNORB (Anonymous, 2018a),
they also outperform CNNs on datasets such as MNIST.
We hypothesize that two of the reasons for this improved
performance may be the fact that reconstructions can be
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trained to ignore adversarial noise and that dynamic routing considers the relationships between part and whole and
can consequently disregard individual pixel noise more effectively.

In addition to these straightforward future steps, additional
work should be done to examine the reasons behind improved adversarial resistance. As mentioned in the introduction, one hypothesized reason that adversarial attacks
via FGSM tend to perform well is because of locally linear
decision boundaries. Church-window plots may be used
as a mechanism for visualizing the non-linearity of decision boundaries (Anonymous, 2018b). These plots ought
to be generated for capsule networks, both with and without thermometer encoding, to determine whether dynamic
routing and discretization improve nonlinearity in decision
boundaries.

Finally, capsule networks allow for additional model interpretability in the case of incorrect classifications. Because
reconstructions also demonstrate incorrect classifications,
it may be clearer what part of adversarial examples are successful in fooling models.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

Overall, research in adversarial machine learning is nascent
and growing. Similarly, the recently published capsule network architecture may pave the path for a new approach
to computer vision. By combining these two approaches,
we demonstrate high quality adversarial resistance on the
MNIST dataset, and hope that this guides future research
investigating the powers of these combined models.

This research demonstrates the effectiveness of thermometer encoding applied to models other than convolutional
networks. Specifically, thermometer encoding applied to
capsule networks on MNIST improves performance when
adversarially trained, and this performance is comparable to CNNs with thermometer encoding. Given the results of this paper, several immediate extensions are obvious and important. First, stronger attacks against both
vanilla and thermometer encoded models should be implemented: namely Basic Iterative Method (BIM) (Kurakin
et al., 2016) and Logit Space Projected Gradient Ascent
(LSPGA) (Anonymous, 2018b), respectively. Evaluation
under strong attacks will yield results that are more reflective of real-world tasks.

6. Contributions and Acknowledgements
Sahaj Garg trained the capsule network models, implemented the FGSM and DGA adversarial attacks, and
constructed the testing framework to evaluate all models
against each other. Jordan Alexander built the CNN architecture, prototyped capsule network applications on different datasets, and modularized the codebase to allow for
any additional models to be tested with thermometer encoding. Tanay Kothari implemented the thermometer encoding mechanism, sourced the papers and ideas about capsule networks and thermometer encoding, and hyperparameter tuned thermometer encoding. Vijay Krishnan acted as
a mentor for this project, and provided guidance and direction in terms of which problems to approach.

In addition, given the quality of results on MNIST, the
same approach to adversarial resistance should be applied
to datasets where capsule networks have demonstrated
state of the art adversarial resistance. For example, the
same set of experiments should be applied to the SmallNORB dataset (LeCun et al., 2004), which contains pictures of toys photographed from different viewpoints, on
which capsule networks have been shown to perform well
(Anonymous, 2018a).
Target

Clean

Source
CNN
Clean Test Set
Adv. examples
from clean
trained
Adv. examples
from adv.
Trained

Clean
CNN
Thermo CNN
Caps
Thermo Caps
CNN
Thermo CNN
Caps
Thermo Caps

0.993
0.0939
0.6952
0.8243
0.8787
0.6713
0.8163
0.8757
0.8893

Thermo
CNN
0.99
0.4831
0.2781
0.7283
0.6587
0.5881
0.5461
0.7923
0.702

Caps
0.995
0.5565
0.5924
0.7669
0.7251
0.6082
0.5486
0.7831
0.7089

Adversarially Trained
Thermo
Caps
0.9933
0.5547
0.484
0.7301
0.7288
0.5836
0.4673
0.7581
0.5909

CNN
0.9867
0.8552
0.8872
0.8569
0.887
0.9718
0.8201
0.8875
0.8936

Thermo
CNN
0.9922
0.9701
0.9492
0.971
0.9225
0.9634
0.9466
0.9763
0.9684

Caps
0.9928
0.9432
0.9566
0.951
0.9649
0.9278
0.9357
0.9481
0.9556

Thermo
Caps
0.9922
0.9683
0.9322
0.9665
0.9225
0.9637
0.9389
0.9727
0.9792

Figure 7. Full results for all tested models. The columns represent target models, and the rows represent the test set used for evaluation,
either the clean test set or adversarial examples generated from each of the other models. This demonstrates transferability of attacks.
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